CityView® Door Panels – Sleek, All-Glass Exterior

Brand-conscious North American transit agencies and bus builders value the contemporary all-glass CityView profile. The frameless door panel exterior provides design continuity with frameless windows. CityView door panels are fabricated from aircraft quality aluminum and comply with all industry standards and requirements.

To minimize vehicle downtime, the unique Vapor Quick-Change glazing system requires just minutes for glazing replacement. Cost-effective bonded version is also available.

CityView door panels complement the design appearance of CityView windows available from Ricon Corporation.

Ameriview® Door Panels – Uniquely Durable Design

The unique Ameriview glazing system requires no fasteners and enables quick replacement to minimize maintenance cost and vehicle downtime. Multiple glass configurations are available to meet all specification requirements.

Choose full glass for unobstructed views and one window for exit doors as needed. Frame is mechanically fastened and constructed with aircraft quality aluminum for rugged use and long life.

CityView and Ameriview Advantages
- Quick-Change glazing saves time and money
- Meets industry deflection and FMVSS requirements
- Accept all standard industry glazing materials
- Flat or contoured configurations
- Tamper resistant
VAPOOR DOOR CONFIGURATIONS

Fabricated from aluminum alloys to reduce weight, Vapor door panels provide exceptional strength and corrosion resistance.

**CityView® – Serviceable**
Mechanically fastened interior aluminum frame construction. Black powder paint and black anodized.

**Ameriview® – Serviceable**
Mechanically fastened aluminum frame construction. Black powder paint and black anodized.

**All-Glass Exterior – Bonded**
New Bonded Glass door panels feature an all-glass exterior with glazing structurally bonded to the aluminum frame. Black powder paint and black anodized.

**Accessories**

**Universal Passenger Assist Handle** – Low profile, contemporary design features universal two-point vertical or diagonal mounting.

**Vapor Touch Bars** – Rear door mechanical actuation device to send “Door Open” signal.

**Vapor Door Seals and Brushes** – Designed for simple and effective weatherproofing and sealing.

**Vapor Sensitive Edge** – Vapor airwave “Sensitive Edge” provides passenger protection and positive seal between door panels.

**CLASS® Contact-Less Acoustic Sensing System** – Solid-state, ultrasonic CLASS sensors enable passengers to initiate door opening, provide a “hold open” for a stream of passengers, and enhance the function of sensitive edges.
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